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5NRAVELLING IDENTITIES
#ITIZENSHIP AND LEGITIMACY  
IN A MULTICULTURAL "RITAIN
:AHBIA 9OUSUF
+INGS #OLLEGE ,ONDON
@ARSQ@BS   4HE DECISION TO GO TO WAR BY THE GOVERNMENT OF THE DAY IS 
ASSUMED TO BE A DECISION TAKEN ON BEHALF OF ALL CITIZENS OF THE NATION CONCEIVED 
AS A COLLECTIVE UNITED BY A HARMONY OF INTERESTS 9ET IN THE CASE OF THE )RAQ 
7AR THERE IS CLEARLY NO UNIFIED VOICE OF SUPPORT FROM THE "RITISH PEOPLE 
4HERE IS DIVISION BETWEEN THE STATE AND ITS CITIZENS AND THE LATTER ALSO REFLECT 
THE MULTILAYERED IDENTITIES OF AN INCREASINGLY MULTICULTURAL SOCIETY (OW DO 
INDIVIDUALS DISPLAYING MULTILAYERED IDENTITIES RELATE POLITICALLY SOCIALLY AND 
CULTURALLY TO THE ABSTRACT UNIFIED IDEA OF "RITISHNESS AND HOW DOES THIS IMPACT 
UPON PERCEPTIONS CONCERNING THE LEGITIMACY OF STATE ACTION
JDXVNQCR   "RITISHNESS CITIZENSHIP IDENTITY )RAQ 7AR LEGITIMACY MEDIA 
MULTICULTURALISM NATIONSTATE SECURITY
)NTRODUCTION
4HIS ARTICLE EXAMINES  THE POLITICAL AND SOCIAL  SPACE OF A MULTICULTURAL 
STATE  )T  IS BASED ON  INTERVIEWS WITH MULTICULTURAL NEWS AUDIENCES  IN 
.ORTHERN )RELAND AND ,ONDON )NDIAN HOUSEHOLDS INCLUDING THOSE OF BOTH 
(INDU AND -USLIM RELIGIOUS BACKGROUNDS &IVE HOUSEHOLDS ALTOGETHER 
COMPRISING  RESPONDENTS WERE SELECTED TO ENSURE VARIATION IN AGE CLASS 
GENDER RELIGIOUS BELIEF GROUP SIZE LENGTH OF TIME LIVING IN "RITAIN AND 
DIASPORIC GENERATION TWO MARRIED COUPLES ONE HOUSEHOLD OF TWO PARENTS 
AND AN ADULT SON TWO HOUSE SHARERS AND ONE ADULT LIVING ALONE 4ABLE  
APPENDED	 SETS OUT THE RESPONDENTS DEMOGRAPHICS 4HE STUDY OF EACH 
HOUSEHOLDS ENGAGEMENT WITH NEWS RESOURCES WAS CARRIED OUT THROUGH A 
SERIES OF nMINUTE SEMISTRUCTURED INTERVIEWS USING IMAGES FROM 
VARIOUS MEDIA SOURCES OVER A PERIOD OF  MONTHS !PRIL  TO &EBRUARY 
	 "ASED ON THESE INTERVIEWS THIS STUDY WILL CONSIDER WHETHER AND 
HOW MULTILAYERED  IDENTITIES  BASED ON ETHNICITY  SOCIAL CLASS  RELIGIOUS 
BELIEFS AND GENDER	 INFLUENCE AND ARE INFLUENCED BY NEWS CONSUMPTION 
AND HOW THIS HAS AN IMPACT ON ISSUES OF SECURITY WITHIN THE MULTICULTURAL 
SPACE OF THE NATION
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4HE RESPONDENTS HISTORICAL CONTEXT WAS DOMINATED BY THE  @7AR ON 
4ERROR AND THE WAR IN )RAQ 4HE DECISION TO GO TO WAR IN )RAQ IN  
WAS DIVISIVE THE WORLD OVER 7ITHIN THE 5+ THE GOVERNMENT APPEARED 
TO DEFY AN IMMENSE TIDE OF POPULAR ANGER AND RESISTANCE 4HE CITIZENS OF 
THE COUNTRY HAD SPOKEN BUT HAD GONE UNHEARD AND AS A RESULT MANY FELT 
DISENFRANCHISED "UT A CENTRAL GOAL OF THE MODERN STATE IS TO PERSUADE ITS 
SUBJECTS TO SUPPORT AND SANCTION THE COSTS OF ITS POLICIES )DEALLY THE POPU
LATION UNITES BEHIND THE STATE SHARING A UNIFIED COLLECTIVE MIND (OWEVER 
AS THE )RAQ 7AR PROVES AN INCREASINGLY MULTICULTURAL SOCIETY CHALLENGES 
THE TRADITIONAL CULTURAL CONCEPT OF THE NATION 7HAT IS THE IMPACT ON THE 
IDEA OF A @UNIFIED COLLECTIVE MIND OF THE POPULATION WHEN INDIVIDUALS AND 
GROUPS ASSERT MULTILAYERED IDENTITIES RATHER THAN A SINGULAR NATIONAL ONE 
1UESTIONS ABOUT THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE CITIZEN AND STATE INCLUDING 
NOTIONS OF CITIZENSHIP LOYALTY TO THE STATE AND PERCEPTIONS OF THE LEGITIMACY 
OF STATE ACTION BECOME PERTINENT HERE )F POLITICAL LOYALTY IS TRADITIONALLY 
EXPECTED TO COME FROM A UNIFIED HOMOGENEOUS NATION IS THIS THREATENED 
BY LOYALTIES OF A COMMUNAL KIND SUCH AS ETHNIC RELIGIOUS AND REGIONAL 
LOYALTIES WHETHER LOCAL OR TRANSNATIONAL $ELANTY 	 3HOULD OR CAN 
A MULTICULTURAL SOCIETY FOCUS THE MULTILAYERED LOYALTIES OF CITIZENS ONTO A 
SINGLE  IDENTITY BASED AROUND A HARMONY OF  INTERESTS n  THAT  IS  CREATE 
A CONGRUENT CIVIC IDENTITY
4HIS ARTICLE EXPLORES THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MULTILAYERED IDENTITIES 
AND THE STATE IN RELATION TO AN ABSTRACT IDEA OF A "RITISH NATIONAL IDENTITY 
@"RITISHNESS	 THAT SUGGESTS UNIFORMITY )S THERE SPACE WITHIN SUCH AN IDEA 
OF "RITISHNESS TO ASSERT CULTURAL DIFFERENCES AND IF SO HOW DO PEOPLE CHOOSE 
TO DO SO (OW DO SUCH DIFFERENCES IMPACT ON THE IDEA OF A SHARED CIVIC AND 
POLITICAL IDENTITY AND ON THE BALANCE BETWEEN CULTURAL RELIGIOUS AND SOCIAL 
AFFINITIES AND CIVIC IDENTITY (OW ARE SECURITY CONCERNS INFLUENCED BY AND 
HOW DO THEY INFLUENCE NOTIONS OF IDENTITY IN "RITAIN (OW IF AT ALL DO CITIZENS 
DISTINGUISH BETWEEN LOYALTY TO THE GOVERNMENT AND THE IDEA OF THE NATION
4HEORETICAL BACKGROUND
4HE IDEA OF THE @NATION HAS BEEN UNDERSTOOD AS AN IDEOLOGICAL CONSTRUCT 
ESSENTIAL TO ASSIGNING SUBJECT POSITIONS IN THE MODERN STATE (OBSBAWN 
AND +ERTZER 	 4HE CULTURAL IMAGE OF THE NATION IS BASED AROUND A 
SHARED SENSE OR SENTIMENT OF BELONGING TOGETHER A NATION COMPRISES ALL 
THOSE OF SUPPOSEDLY COMMON LANGUAGE HISTORY OR BROADER CULTURAL IDENTITY 
(ABERMAS 	 4HE ASSUMPTION IS  THAT  THE DEMOS OF CITIZENS MUST 
BE ROOTED IN THE ETHNOS OF NATIONALS IF A STABLE SOCIETY IS TO BE ACHIEVED 
4HE @BINDING FORCE OF CITIZENSHIP IS THOUGHT TO BE INSUFFICIENT TO GENER
ATE LOYALTY UNLESS ANCHORED IN A PRIOR SHARED CULTURAL COMMUNITY 4HIS 
CULTURAL CONCEPTION OF THE NATION IMPLIES THAT LOYALTY MUST BE EXCLUSIVE 
AND SINGULAR PLURAL OR SHARED LOYALTIES ARE VIEWED AS THREATS TO NATIONAL 
UNITY "ETTS 	
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(OWEVER THIS CONCEPTION OF THE NATIONSTATE HAS BEEN CHALLENGED BY THE 
IDEA OF MULTIETHNIC SOCIETIES #ONTEMPORARY CULTURAL PRODUCTION FACILITATES 
THE FORMATION OF MULTIPLE ESPECIALLY TRANSNATIONAL  IDENTITIES GROWING 
NUMBERS OF PEOPLE HAVE DUAL OR MULTIPLE LOYALTIES $ELANTY 	 0EOPLE 
CAN ACCESS MULTILINGUAL MULTINATIONAL NEWSPAPERS ONLINE KEEP ABREAST OF 
NEWS BROADCASTS AND POLITICAL SOCIAL AND CULTURAL PROGRAMMES FROM ALL 
OVER THE WORLD THROUGH SATELLITE TELEVISION AND ENGAGE ACTIVELY IN CURRENT 
DEBATE WORLDWIDE THROUGH INTERNET WEBLOG @BLOG	 SITES CHATROOMS AND 
INSTANT EMAIL 'LOBALIZATION OF COMMUNICATIONS ALLOWS PEOPLE TO ALIGN 
THEMSELVES WITH ANY SOCIAL CULTURAL OR POLITICAL GROUP ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD 
-EDIA CULTURE RADIO TELEVISION FILM AND OTHER PRODUCTS	 PROVIDES MATERIALS 
OUT OF WHICH WE FORGE OUR VERY IDENTITIES SENSE OF SELFHOOD NOTIONS OF WHAT 
IT MEANS TO BE MALE OR FEMALE SENSE OF CLASS ETHNICITY AND @RACE NATION
ALITY SEXUALITY AND OF @US AND @THEM AS $OUGLAS +ELLNER 	 ARGUES 
4HE ABILITY TO TRANSCEND NATIONAL BORDERS AND EXPAND DEMOCRACY IN THE 
INFORMATION SPHERE HAS ALLOWED US TO ALIGN OURSELVES MORE CLEARLY WITH 
LINGUISTIC ETHNIC CULTURAL AND RELIGIOUS  IDENTITIES  THAT EXTEND BEYOND 
NATIONAL BORDERS
%MBRACING MULTICULTURALISM CREATES  AN ANTAGONISTIC  RELATIONSHIP 
WITH TRADITIONAL NOTIONS OF MONOLITHIC @NATIONAL OR @STATE IDENTITIES AND 
RESULTS IN COMPETING LOYALTIES 3CENES SUCH AS THE PROTESTS AGAINST 3ALMAN 
2USHDIES BOOK 4HE 3ATANIC 6ERSES  SEE !SAD 	 SECONDGENERATION 
YOUTHS WAVING )NDIAN AND 0AKISTANI FLAGS AT CRICKET MATCHES IN THE NORTH 
OF %NGLAND AND  THE  RECENT  ROW OVER CARTOONS DEPICTING  THE 0ROPHET 
-UHAMMAD IN WHICH PROTESTERS IN ,ONDON DISPLAYED BANNERS GLORIFYING 
TERRORISM AND /SAMA BIN ,ADEN ALL RAISE QUESTIONS ABOUT THE APPARENT 
PARADOXES OF LIVING IN A SOCIETY OF FRACTURED LOYALTIES 4HE REVELATION THAT 
"RITISH -USLIMS BECAME SUICIDE BOMBERS IN )SRAEL AND THEN ON  *ULY  
IN THEIR OWN COUNTRY HAS GIVEN GREATER URGENCY TO QUESTIONS OF LOYALTY
0OLICY DISCUSSIONS HAVE  SWITCHED  FROM EMBRACING DIFFERENCES  IN A 
LAISSEZ FAIRE MULTICULTURAL SOCIETY TO ATTEMPTING TO CREATE A STRONG SENSE 
OF UNIFYING @"RITISHNESS )N THE AFTERMATH OF  *ULY THE SHADOW (OME 
3ECRETARY $AVID $AVIS CRITICIZED THE GOVERNMENTS MULTICULTURALISM AS 
@OUTDATED @0EOPLE FROM DIFFERENT CULTURES SHOULD INTEGRATE MORE 4HE GOV
ERNMENT MUST @BUILD A SINGLE NATION AND DEMAND @RESPECT FOR THE "RITISH 
WAY OF  LIFE  ""# .EWS /NLINE 	 2ECENT THINKTANK PUBLICATIONS 
FOCUS ON THE IDEA OF "RITISHNESS $EMOS  ,EONARD 	 'ORDON 
"ROWN EMPHASIZES THAT @IT IS SHARED VALUES n NOT COLOUR NOR UNCHANGING 
AND UNCHANGEABLE INSTITUTIONS n THAT DEFINE WHAT IT MEANS TO BE "RITISH 
IN THE MODERN WORLD 7ITH THIS DEFINITION HE ARGUES
WE CAN BE FAR MORE AMBITIOUS IN DEFINING FOR OUR TIME THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF 
CITIZENSHIP FAR MORE AMBITIOUS IN FORGING A NEW AND CONTEMPORARY SETTLEMENT 
OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STATE COMMUNITY AND INDIVIDUAL AND IT IS ALSO 
EASIER TOO TO ADDRESS DIFFICULT ISSUES THAT SOMETIMES COME UNDER THE HEADING 
@MULTICULTURALISM n ESSENTIALLY HOW DIVERSE CULTURES WHICH INEVITABLY CONTAIN 
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DIFFERENCES CAN FIND THE ESSENTIAL COMMON PURPOSE WITHOUT WHICH NO SOCIETY 
CAN FLOURISH "ROWN 	
$EFINING "RITISHNESS AS A CIVIC IDENTITY RATHER THAN A CULTURAL ONE IMPLIES 
THAT THERE IS NO INHERENT DIFFICULTY IN BEING FOR EXAMPLE BOTH "RITISH AND 
-USLIM (OWEVER AS ARGUED BY THE 0AREKH 2EPORT ON THE FUTURE OF MULTI
ETHNIC "RITAIN 2UNNYMEDE 4RUST 	 "RITAIN IS NOT ONLY A TERRITORIAL 
AND POLITICAL ENTITY BUT ALSO AN @IMAGINED COMMUNITY !NDERSON 	 
2EGARDLESS OF THE INEQUALITIES THAT PREVAIL EVERY NATION IS CONCEIVED AS A DEEP 
HORIZONTAL  COMRADESHIP A PSYCHOLOGICALLYREPRESENTED  SOCIAL  SYSTEM 
&ROM THIS PERSPECTIVE AS THE 0AREKH 2EPORT IDENTIFIED THE FUNDAMENTAL 
QUESTIONS ARE WHAT IS "RITAINS UNDERSTANDING OF ITSELF (OW CAN EVERYONE 
FIND RECOGNITION AND DEVELOP A SENSE OF BELONGING IN "RITAIN $O PEOPLE 
BELIEVE THAT IT IS IMPORTANT TO SHARE A COMMON "RITISH VALUE SYSTEM )N RE
SPONSE TO THE 0AREKH 2EPORT !NNE-ARIE &ORTIER CONSIDERS THAT THE VISION 
OF "RITISH TOLERANCE AND @RICH MIX OFFERS FREEDOM MOVEMENT AND CHOICE TO 
"RITISH CITIZENS &ORTIER 	 4HIS VISION ALLOWS n INDEED PRESCRIBES n A 
DETACHMENT FROM SOME ETHNIC IDENTIFICATIONS AND DIFFERENCES IN FAVOUR OF 
AN ATTACHMENT TO AN IDEALIZED ABSTRACT POSTETHNIC "RITISH CITIZEN 4HUS 
SINCE  3EPTEMBER  "RITISH -USLIMS HAVE FREQUENTLY BEEN CALLED UPON 
IN THE MEDIA TO SHOW THEIR ALLEGIANCE TO "RITAIN BY CONDEMNING ATTACKS 
AND SUPPORTING MILITARY ACTION IN !FGHANISTAN AND )RAQ THUS LEGITIMIZING 
THE "RITISH POSITION )N PARTICULAR )RAQI IMMIGRANTS OR EXILES WERE CALLED 
UPON TO SPEAK UP IN SUPPORT OF THIS @MORAL WAR &ORTIER 	
4RADITIONALLY WAR HAS BEEN SEEN TO BRING CITIZENS OF A NATION CLOSER TO
GETHER GREATLY REINFORCING THE SENSE OF NATIONAL BELONGING 2EX 	 
!TTEMPTS TO CREATE A CULTURALLY NEUTRAL "RITISH IDENTITY BASED ON THE IDEA 
OF POLITICAL CITIZENSHIP ASSUME A UTOPIAN ABSTRACTION OF THE NATION IN THIS 
IMAGINED COMMUNITY OF SHARED ALLEGIANCE @DIFFERENCES ARE TRANSCENDED AT 
THE LEVEL OF ACTION 4O BELONG TO A POLITY MEANS TO IDENTIFY WITH AND BE LOYAL 
TO THE KEY LEGAL AND POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS AND PRINCIPLES THAT GUARANTEE THE 
POLITICAL LIFE OF THE SOCIETY -ASON 	 2ATHER THAN THROUGH A TRADITIONAL 
CULTURAL CONCEPT OF NATION BONDS ARE CREATED THROUGH SHARED CIVIC AND POL 
ITICAL VALUES 4RADITIONALLY LOYALTY LARGELY OPERATED OUTSIDE THE POLITICAL CUL 
TURE OF DEMOCRACY BASED ON CULTURAL AFFINITIES TO A NATION 4ODAY LOYALTY 
IS ENTERING INCREASINGLY INTO THE LANGUAGE OF POLITICS WHILE LOYALTIES ARE 
INCREASINGLY CONDITIONAL $ELANTY 	 4HEY ARE INTERTWINED WITH IDEAS OF 
A WELLFUNCTIONING DEMOCRACY AND CANNOT BE DERIVED FROM UNCRITICAL VALUES 
OF DUTY PATRIOTISM OR OBEDIENCE #ITIZENS ASSESSMENT OF THE LEGITIMACY 
OF THE STATE AND OF GOVERNMENT ACTION IMPACTS ON THEIR NOTIONS OF LOYALTY 
,OYALTIES CAN BE RECALCITRANT AND UNPREDICTABLE AND THIS IS ESPECIALLY THE 
CASE WHERE POLITICAL ÏLITES ARE PERCEIVED AS HAVING BETRAYED DEMOCRACY
!NALYSIS
4HE ANALYSIS FOCUSES ON FOUR THEMES MEDIA CONSUMPTION AND IMPRESSIONS 
OF MEDIA CREDIBILITY SECURITY CONCERNS SENSE OF IDENTITY AND THE STATE 
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DEMOCRACY AND LEGITIMACY !LL RESPONDENTS NAMES HAVE BEEN CHANGED 
TO PROTECT THEIR ANONYMITY
-EDIA CONSUMPTION AND IMPRESSIONS OF MEDIA CREDIBILITY
4HE MEDIA WE CHOOSE TO ENGAGE WITH AND HOW WE INTERPRET THEM REFLECT 
HOW WE CHOOSE TO IDENTIFY OURSELVES SOCIALLY CULTURALLY AND POLITICALLY 4HE 
RESPONDENTS ATTACHED DIFFERENT ASSUMPTIONS  TO NEWS SOURCES REGARDING 
CREDIBILITY AND BIAS 4HEY RESPONDED QUITE STRONGLY IN FAVOUR OF THE ""# 
DESPITE RECENT CRITICISM OF ""# COVERAGE PARTICULARLY SINCE THE BEGINNING 
OF THE )RAQ 7AR 4HE ""# WAS GENERALLY REGARDED AS DISTINCTLY "RITISH 
AND CONSIDERED TO BE SYNONYMOUS WITH CREDIBILITY AND LEGITIMACY &OR 
SECONDGENERATION RESPONDENTS IT REFLECTED A CONTINUATION OF THEIR PARENTS 
CHOICE @WHAT THEY HAD ALWAYS WATCHED )T WAS THE MAIN NEWS SOURCE FOR 
ALL RESPONDENTS
4HE AVAILABILITY OF OTHER SOURCES PROVIDED AN OUTLET AND STIMULATION FOR 
VARIOUS LINGUISTIC AND CULTURAL ATTACHMENTS &IRSTGENERATION IMMIGRANTS 
&AUZIA AND *AMEEL -AYA AND $EEPAK WATCHED 3OUTH !SIANLANGUAGE 
CHANNELS :EE 46 6ECTONE	 MAINLY FOR ENTERTAINMENT RATHER THAN NEWS 
$EEPAK AND -AYA WATCHED 3TAR .EWS IN ORDER TO KEEP ABREAST OF CURRENT 
NEWS IN )NDIA AND READ 4HE (INDUSTAN 4IMES AND 4HE (INDU ONLINE &AUZIA 
AND *AMEEL ON THE OTHER HAND GAVE PRIORITY TO CURRENT AFFAIRS ON "RITISH 
NEWS CHANNELS @!LTHOUGH WE HAVE COME FROM )NDIA WE ARE NOT SO IN TOUCH 
WITH THE POLITICS  IN )NDIA SO MUCH 4HERE WAS ALSO A CREDIBILITY  ISSUE 
"OTH THESE SETS OF RESPONDENTS COMMENTED THAT )NDIANBASED NEWS DID NOT 
PROVIDE ADEQUATE COVERAGE OF INTERNATIONAL EVENTS $EEPAK BELIEVED THAT 
THE ""# PROVIDED BETTER COVERAGE THAN )NDIAN CHANNELS OF THE )NDIANn
0AKISTAN TALKS AS WELL AS OF THE )RAQ 7AR
.ASEEM +ARIM &AUZIA AND *AMEEL ALSO FOUND IT USEFUL TO ENGAGE WITH 
NEWS FROM A -USLIM PERSPECTIVE THROUGH SATELLITE TELEVISION AND THE INTER
NET 4HEY WATCHED THE )SLAM #HANNEL TO OBTAIN A CRITICAL PERSPECTIVE ON 
THE ""# AND TOOK AN INTEREST IN THE )SLAM #HANNEL DISCUSSION FORUMS ABOUT 
-USLIMS IN "RITAIN &AUZIA AND *AMEEL ALSO READ !L*AZEERA ONLINE FOR NEWS 
RELATING TO THE -USLIM WORLD
4HE WESTERN MEDIA RELIES ON !L*AZEERA FOR NEWS SOURCES 4HEY TEND TO BE 
HELD IN HIGH ESTEEM SO ) WOULD RELY ON !L*AZEERA BUT ) DONT THINK THAT ) 
WOULD RELY TOO MUCH ON -USLIM NEWSPAPERS OR -USLIM MEDIA HERE THOUGH 
) WOULD BELIEVE THEM BUT NOT TO THAT EXTENT ) WOULD TEND TO RELY MORE ON THE 
NATIONAL MEDIA HERE LIKE ;THE= ""# *AMEEL	
'LOBAL INSECURITY FEATURED VERY MUCH IN THE RESPONSES 4HERE WAS A 
CLEAR PREOCCUPATION WITH GLOBAL EVENTS PARTICULARLY WITH THE )RAQ 7AR THE 
@7AR ON 4ERROR AND 0ALESTINE -OST RESPONDENTS SHOWED A MUCH GREATER 
INTEREST IN GLOBAL FOREIGN AFFAIRS THAN LOCAL OR NATIONAL ISSUES )NTEREST IN 
SECURITYSALIENT ISSUES WAS NOT DIRECTLY LINKED TO THE RESPONDENTS OWN PER
CEPTIONS OF INSECURITY WHICH WERE OF A LOCAL NATURE *AMEEL AND &AUZIA 
AND .ASEEM AND +ARIM HAD A LONGSTANDING INTEREST IN ISSUES CONCERNING 
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-USLIMS WORLDWIDE !LL FRAMED THEIR RESPONSES WITH REFLECTIONS ON HOW 
-USLIMS WERE REPRESENTED IN THE MEDIA
#REDIBILITY OF NEWS WAS EXTREMELY IMPORTANT FOR ALL THE RESPONDENTS 
AND WAS THE MAIN CRITERIA USED IN THEIR CHOICE OF NEWS SOURCE #REDIBILITY 
IS A SUBJECTIVE MEASURE LINKED WITH HOW THE RESPONDENTS ALIGNED THEM
SELVES POLITICALLY SOCIALLY AND CULTURALLY BUT CHIEFLY TO THE RANGE OF ISSUES 
COVERED 4HE ""# AND THE 'UARDIAN SCORED HIGHLY BECAUSE OF THEIR WORLD
WIDE COVERAGE AND PERCEIVED FACTUAL APPROACH 3TATIONS SUCH AS 3KY AND 
#.. AND PUBLICATIONS SUCH AS THE -IRROR AND THE 3UN WERE CRITICIZED AS 
@SENSATIONALIST AND @TABLOIDY 2EFERRING TO HEADLINES IN THE -IRROR AFTER 
THE  *ULY BOMBINGS .ASEEM COMMENTED @4HAT IS NOT WHAT WE HAVE COME 
TO EXPECT FROM THE "RITISH MEDIA 4HE RESPONDENTS GENERALLY EXPRESSED 
HIGH EXPECTATIONS OF THE MEDIA IN "RITAIN CONSIDERING THE INVESTIGATIVE 
JOURNALISM TO BE FAIRLY UNBIASED 2EFERENCE WAS MADE SPECIFICALLY TO THE 
""# INCLUDING .EWSNIGHT	 THE 'UARDIAN )NDEPENDENT AND 4HE 4IMES 
!LL THE RESPONDENTS MADE COMPARISONS WITH THE NEWS CULTURE IN THE 53 
WHERE NEWS CHANNELS SPECIFICALLY #.. AND &OX WERE SEEN TO REFLECT A 
BIASED AND NARROW NEWS CULTURE (OWEVER .ASEEM AND +ARIM PERCEIVED 
BIAS AGAINST THE -USLIM WORLD IN THE ""# TOO
4HAT NEWSWOMAN ON THE ""# WHATS HER NAME x /RLA 'UERIN 3HE IS VERY 
PRO)SRAELI 3HE PRESENTS THE FACTS BUT HER INTONATION AND THE WAY SHE TELLS 
THE FACTS IT SORT OF COLOURS HER VOICE 
4HERE APPEARS TO BE A SLIGHT SPIN ON NEWS RELATING TO -USLIMS OR !SIANS 4HERE 
WOULD BE THE ODD WORD THROWN IN @! GANG OF FOUR BOYS DID THIS 7ELL THAT BE
COMES @! GANG OF FOUR !SIAN BOYS DID THIS -AYBE WE ARE JUST SENSITIVE TO IT -AY 
BE NOBODY ELSE SEES IT THAT WAY BUT WE CAN SEE THAT IN MANY STORIES +ARIM	
.ASEEM EXPRESSED FRUSTRATION @4HAT IT IS NOT PORTRAYING )SLAM IN A VERY 
FAIR LIGHT 3HE ALSO HIGHLIGHTED THE COMPELLING NATURE OF THE MEDIA
)T IS ESPECIALLY FRUSTRATING BECAUSE IT IS ALMOST LIKE BEING MESMERIZED BY IT 
SO YOU HAVE TO WATCH IT 9OU KNOW EVEN BEFORE YOU SIT DOWN TO WATCH IT THAT 
IT IS GOING TO BE BIASED !ND ITS GOING TO BE BIASED IN A NEGATIVE LIGHT ;AGAINST 
-USLIMS= "UT STILL YOU HAVE TO WATCH IT
3ECURITY CONCERNS
@0OLITICAL INSECURITY WORLDWIDE AS :AIN PUT IT WAS A MAJOR TOPIC OF CON
CERN $EEPAK THOUGHT THAT THE "RITISH 'OVERNMENT SHOULD BE PAYING MORE 
ATTENTION TO 0ALESTINE $EEPAK *AMEEL .ASEEM AND +ARIM TOOK A CRITICAL 
STANCE ON "RITAINS ROLE IN )RAQ DISPLAYING A GREATER EMPATHY FOR THE )RAQI 
PEOPLE THAN CONCERN FOR "RITISH TROOPS $URING DISCUSSIONS ABOUT THE !BU 
'HRAIB PRISONS MUCH EMPATHY WAS SHOWN FOR THE PRISONERS BY *AMEEL &AUZIA 
-AYA AND .ASEEM 4HIS EMPATHY AROSE MORE FROM HUMAN COMPASSION 
THAN FROM ANY POLITICAL OR RELIGIOUS IDENTIFICATION
) CANT BELIEVE THAT PEOPLE CAN ACT THAT WAY TOWARDS ANOTHER HUMAN BEING )TS 
DISGUSTING 4HERE IS NO SENSE OF RESPECT FOR OTHER HUMAN BEINGS THERE -AYA	
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4HESE ;SOLDIERS= ARE IN A ROLE OF RESPONSIBILITY TOWARDS THESE PRISONERS 4HEY 
HAVE NO RIGHT TO ACT LIKE THAT TOWARDS ANY HUMAN BEING BUT ESPECIALLY WHEN 
THEY HAVE THIS DUTY *AMEEL	
4ERRORISM FEATURED PROMINENTLY IN THE DISCUSSIONS !LL  THE RESPOND
ENTS VIEWED THE RISK AS BEING EXAGGERATED BY THE GOVERNMENT THAT IS THE 
"RITISH 'OVERNMENT	 AND THE MEDIA 4HE TERM @7AR ON 4ERROR WAS SEEN 
AS GOVERNMENT RHETORIC AND ITS USE AS CONTEMPTIBLY HEIGHTENING PUBLIC 
FEARS "EFORE THE ,ONDON BOMBINGS OF  *ULY  NONE OF THE RESPONDENTS 
THOUGHT THAT THERE WAS A CREDIBLE THREAT TO "RITAIN FROM TERRORISM 4HE 
BOMBINGS DID NOT AUGMENT ANY SENSE OF A THREAT FROM TERRORISM $ESPITE 
RESPONDENTS EARLIER DISMISSAL OF SUCH A THREAT THERE WAS LITTLE SURPRISE 
THAT THIS HAD ACTUALLY OCCURRED !RJUN FOR EXAMPLE CLAIMED 
)T WASNT A SHOCK 7HEN SOMEONE TOLD ME ) WAS LIKE @/H )T WAS EXPECTED 
) SUPPOSE ,ONDON WAS EXPECTING AN ATTACK AT SOME POINT 
&OR THOSE LIVING IN ,ONDON THERE WAS ONLY A SHORTTERM FEAR THAT
AFTER THE ;ATTEMPTED= SECOND BOMBING ;ON *ULY = THAT THIS WOULD BE HAPPEN
ING EVERY 4HURSDAY !RJUN	
&OR -USLIM RESPONDENTS THE MAIN SECURITY CONCERN AFTER THE BOMBINGS 
WAS THE FEAR OF A BACKLASH AGAINST THE -USLIM COMMUNITY
.OT JUST THROWING BRICKS AT MOSQUES BURNING DOWN BUILDINGS BUT ALSO A COM
PLETE MISTRUST OF THE )SLAMIC COMMUNITY ALMOST A MUTUAL DISTRUST FROM BOTH 
SIDES 3AIMA	
4HIS CONCERN WAS NOT TIED TO A SENSE OF IMMEDIATE THREAT TO PERSONAL 
SAFETY *AMEEL IN .ORTHERN )RELAND STATED THAT THERE WAS NO INCREASED 
CAUSE FOR CONCERN LOCALLY YET HE FELT THREATENED ALL THE SAME 4HERE WAS 
A GENERAL SENSE OF -USLIMS BEING MISTRUSTED WITHIN "RITISH SOCIETY
)N OUR OWN SELVES WE FELT QUITE THREATENED BECAUSE THIS THING HAS HAPPENED 
AND WE SHOULD BE PREPARED FOR A BACKLASH THE IMMEDIATE BACKLASH AND THE 
LONGTERM SLOW BUILDUP OF BACKLASH AGAINST -USLIMS )M MORE AFRAID NOT OF 
THE IMMEDIATE BACKLASH BUT CONCERNED ABOUT LONGTERM BACKLASH SOMETHING 
GROWING ON AND ON WHICH NEVER DIES IN PEOPLES MIND *AMEEL	
4HE ISSUE OF BALANCING CIVIL LIBERTIES AGAINST SECURITY ALSO AROSE ! SENSE 
OF MISTRUST IN THE GOVERNMENT PARTICULARLY IN 4ONY "LAIR REDUCED SUP
PORT  FOR  LEGISLATION  INTRODUCED  TO DEAL WITH HEIGHTENED SECURITY  RISKS 
FROM TERRORISM 4HERE WAS ACCEPTANCE OF SOME NEW SECURITY MEASURES AS 
NECESSARY BUT THERE WAS CONCERN THAT THESE COULD LEAD TO PREJUDICE AGAINST 
CERTAIN MINORITIES
)T AUTOMATICALLY ASSUMES THAT ALL -USLIMS OR ALL !SIAN -USLIMS BECAUSE THERE 
ARE A  LOT OF -USLIMS THAT DONT  LOOK LIKE -USLIMS x 4HOSE WITH COLOURED 
SKIN FIND THAT THERE IS A HUGE PREJUDICE ;AGAINST THEM= THAT BECAUSE OF THE 
COLOUR OF MY SKIN AND BECAUSE ) AM WEARING A HEADSCARF  ) HAVE TERRORIST 
TENDENCIES .ASEEM	
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3ENSE OF IDENTITY
4HE IDENTITIES ASSERTED BY THE RESPONDENTS WERE  INFLUENCED BY FACTORS 
SUCH AS ETHNICITY RELIGION NATIONAL TIES AND LENGTH OF RESIDENCE IN "RITAIN 
&IRSTGENERATION IMMIGRANTS *AMEEL &AUZIA $EEPAK AND -AYA ASSERTED A 
CLOSER ATTACHMENT TO AN )NDIAN IDENTITY THAN SECONDGENERATION IMMIGRANTS 
PRIMARILY EVIDENCED THROUGH SUBSCRIPTIONS TO SATELLITE CHANNELS FROM THE 
SUBCONTINENT *AMEEL AND &AUZIA EXPRESSED MORE OF A CULTURAL LINK WITH 
)NDIA VIEWING THESE CHANNELS FOR MAINLY ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES AND EX
PRESSING A STRONG SENSE OF CIVIC RESPONSIBILITY WITHIN "RITAIN WITH RESPECT 
TO VOTING IN ELECTIONS AND ABIDING BY THE LAW $EEPAK AND -AYAS GREATER 
INTEREST IN )NDIAN POLITICS WAS ALSO BALANCED BY A STRONG CIVIC RESPONSIBILITY 
WITH REGARD TO "RITAIN !RJUN A SECONDGENERATION NONPRACTISING (INDU 
EXPRESSED NO IDENTITY OTHER THAN "RITISH )N RESPONSE TO QUESTIONS ABOUT 
THE  *ULY BOMBERS HIS ANALYSIS WAS BASED ON LOYALTY AND CITIZENSHIP HE 
CONDEMNED THE BOMBERS DISLOYALTY TO A COUNTRY WHERE THEY HAD ENJOYED 
THE BENEFITS OF EDUCATION AND CITIZENSHIP
-OST -USLIM RESPONDENTS FIRST AND SECOND GENERATION EXPRESSED A CLEAR 
PAN)SLAMIC IDENTITY AS THE BASIS FOR THEIR FRAMEWORK OF INTERPRETING NEWS 
INFORMATION AND PUBLIC POLICY 7HEN ASKED TO CONSIDER MANY NEWSPAPER 
PHOTOGRAPHS FROM THE  *ULY BOMBINGS AND TO SELECT THE ONE WHICH BEST 
SUMMED UP THE EVENT *AMEEL  SELECTED A PICTURE OF A -USLIM LOOKING 
THROUGH A PANE OF A BROKEN GLASS HE SAID IT REFLECTED HIS FEARS OF A BACKLASH 
AGAINST THE -USLIM COMMUNITY %VEN TO :AIN NOT A PRACTISING -USLIM
4HERE IS A GENERAL FEELING AROUND THE WORLD AMONGST THE -USLIM COMMUNITIES 
OF @THEM AND US THAT THE -USLIM COMMUNITY IS BEING VICTIMIZED THROUGHOUT 
THE WORLD
4HE STRENGTH OF A PAN)SLAMIC IDENTITY WAS EXPRESSED THROUGH CONCERN FOR 
EVENTS IN -USLIM COUNTRIES EG )RAQ !FGHANISTAN AND 0ALESTINE	 AS WELL 
FOR THE FUTURE OF -USLIM RELATIONS WITHIN "RITAIN %SPECIALLY AFTER  *ULY
)T FELT LIKE -USLIMS KEPT ON HAVING TO DEFEND THEMSELVES AND APOLOGISE IN 
SOME WAY %VERYWHERE THERE WERE -USLIM CLERICS SAYING THAT THEY DIDNT SUP
PORT TERRORISM OUTSIDE MY LOCAL MOSQUE THERE WAS A BIG BANNER SAYING @!GAINST 
4ERRORISM )T FELT LIKE THEY HAD TO COME OUT AND SAY THESE THINGS SO AS TO BE 
ACCEPTABLE LIKE PROFESS THEIR LOYALTY TO "RITAIN AND BEING "RITISH 3AIMA	
4HE -USLIM RESPONDENTS FELT LITTLE CONFLICT IN PERSONALLY IDENTIFYING 
THEMSELVES AS BOTH -USLIM AND "RITISH BUT FELT THAT THE ,ONDON BOMBINGS 
HAD SHARPLY FOCUSED "RITISH SOCIETYS ATTENTION ON ANY SUCH CONFLICT !N OC 
CASIONAL DISCOURSE OF @THEM AND @US SEEMED TO REFLECT A SENSE OF THE -USLIM 
COMMUNITY AS BECOMING ISOLATED FROM GENERAL "RITISH SOCIETY RATHER THAN 
A SENSE OF SEGREGATION 4HIS WAS REFLECTED IN DISBELIEF REGARDING THE *ULY 
BOMBERS *AMEEL ASKED
7ERE ;THE BOMBERS= REALLY "RITISH OR x RECENT IMMIGRANTS WHO CAME AND HAD 
JUST SET UP IN THIS COUNTRY )T WAS DIFFICULT TO BELIEVE PEOPLE WHO WERE BORN 
HERE EDUCATED HERE COULD DO THAT
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*AMEEL AND /SMAN ADMITTED THAT  LIVING  IN .ORTHERN )RELAND  THEY 
HELD SIMILAR STEREOTYPES OF -USLIMS IN %NGLAND TO THOSE THAT THE MEDIA 
AND THE "RITISH PUBLIC HELD /SMAN DESCRIBED MOVING TO ,ONDON FROM 
.ORTHERN )RELAND
#OMING FROM .ORTHERN )RELAND MY EXPOSURE TO -USLIMS WAS VERY DIFFERENT 
FROM WHAT YOU GET IN INNERCITY ,ONDON ) FOUND  YEAROLDS WITH FIST
LENGTH BEARDS WEARING TRADITIONAL EASTERN DRESS THE STEREOTYPES THAT PEOPLE 
ASSOCIATE WITH -USLIMS AND TERRORISM AND EXTREMISM ) WOULD HAVE SHARED 
SOME SIMILAR VIEWS TO THE EXTENT THAT IF THERE ARE PEOPLE LIKE THIS THEY ARE 
PROBABLY THE ONES WHO CARRY OUT THINGS LIKE THIS 3O THE EYEOPENER WAS SEE
ING BOYS RUNNING AROUND IN WESTERN DRESS WHO DIDNT HAVE MASSIVE BEARDS 
OR MASSIVELY OVER)SLAMIC OVERTONES *UST NORMAL -USLIM KIDS YOU COULDNT 
TELL x ) THOUGHT ) COULD TELL WHICH DIRECTION THEY WERE COMING FROM BUT NOW 
) DONT KNOW /SMAN	
!RJUN SHOWED SIMILAR SURPRISE THAT
A LOT OF THESE GUYS ;THE BOMBERS= WERE EVERYDAY SCHOOL KIDS  YEAROLDS 
3O IT COULD BE ANYONE NOT NECESSARILY THE GUY THAT LOOKS REALLY DODGY IN THE 
CORNER WITH THE BIG BEARD OR THE LONG HAIR HOLDING THE +ORAN
!LTHOUGH !RJUN AND $EEPAK QUESTIONED THE BOMBERS  LOYALTY  THEY 
WERE NOT SURPRISED THAT THEY HAD BEEN "RITISH !RJUN HAD HEARD OF SIMILAR 
PEOPLE GOING TO BE SUICIDE BOMBERS  IN 0ALESTINE AND $EEPAK KNEW OF 
COMPARABLE INCIDENTS IN )NDIA
!LL HELD CIVIC RESPONSIBILITY TO BE AN IMPORTANT VALUE OF "RITISH SOCIETY )T 
WAS THIS WHICH GAVE RISE TO A SENSE OF LOYALTY TO THE COUNTRY A LOYALTY WHICH 
THE BOMBERS HAD CLEARLY VIOLATED 4HE RESPONDENTS BELIEVED STRONGLY IN 
THE IDEA OF A MULTICULTURAL SOCIETY &OR THEM THIS ENTAILED CITIZENS NOT 
SIMPLY ABIDING BY THE LAWS OF THE LAND BUT INTEGRATING IN THE SENSE OF DE 
VELOPING CIVIC TIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES AND RESPECTING PRINCIPLES OF DEM
OCRACY 4HESE QUESTIONS ALSO AROSE IN DISCUSSIONS OF THE CARTOONS DEPICTING 
THE 0ROPHET -UHAMMAD &OR THE -USLIM RESPONDENTS THE ISSUE CREATED 
CONFLICT BETWEEN LOYALTY TO RELIGIOUS PRINCIPLES AND RECOGNITION OF THE IM
PORTANCE OF FREEDOM OF SPEECH *AMEEL TRIED TO RECONCILE FREE SPEECH WITH 
)SLAMIC PRINCIPLES FORBIDDING THE DEPICTION OF THE 0ROPHET BY LIMITING 
FREE SPEECH WHERE IT WAS INSULTING AND DEGRADING
!S -USLIMS WE BELIEVE THAT THE 0ROPHET SHOULD NOT BE DEPICTED (OWEVER IN 
NAME OF FREE SPEECH YOU CAN DRAW A CARTOON OR A FIGURE BUT THAT IS NOT AS BAD 
AS WHAT BEEN PRESENTED HERE THIS IS TO RIDICULE AND INSULT SOMEONE WHO;M= A 
COMMUNITY HOLDS SACRED &REEDOM OF SPEECH SHOULD NOT MEAN INSULT OR INCITE 
HATRED *AMEEL	
*AMEEL  LIKE !RJUN AND /SMAN  STRESSED EDUCATION AS  A MEANS OF 
DISCOURAGING EXTREMIST ELEMENTS AND PROMOTING INTEGRATION WITHIN A MULTI 
CULTURAL SOCIETY
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4HE STATE DEMOCRACY AND LEGITIMACY
4HE DISCUSSIONS COVERED THE IDEAS OF A DEMOCRATIC STATE AND GOVERNMENT 
THE LEGITIMACY OF STATE ACTION AND INDIVIDUALS SENSE OF TRUST TOWARDS THE 
GOVERNMENT 4OLERANCE EQUALITY AND DEMOCRACY WERE TERMS FREQUENTLY ASSO 
CIATED WITH "RITISH SOCIETY $EEPAK EXPRESSED A STRONG FEELING OF RESPECT 
FOR  THE  TRADITIONAL DEMOCRATIC  STRUCTURES OF "RITAIN  IN COMPARISON  TO 
THOSE IN )NDIA AND BOTH $EEPAK AND *AMEEL EMPHASIZED THE IMPORTANCE 
OF PARTICIPATING IN DEMOCRATIC PROCESSES SUCH AS ELECTIONS 4HE SECOND
GENERATION RESPONDENTS WERE MORE APATHETIC  TOWARDS PARTICIPATION  IN 
ELECTORAL PROCESSES ALTHOUGH THEY STRESSED THAT "RITISH SOCIETY WAS BASED 
ON PRINCIPLES OF EQUALITY AND TOLERANCE /SMAN AND 3AIMA PARTICULARLY 
PRAISED  THE SENSE OF  STOICISM AND RESOLVE DISPLAYED BY ,ONDON  IN  THE 
WAKE OF THE *ULY BOMBINGS AND !RJUN EXPRESSED HOW ,ONDONERS @JUST GOT 
ON WITH EVERYDAY LIFE COMPARED WITH THE !MERICANS AND 3PANISH AFTER 
SIMILAR ATTACKS
4HERE WAS A GENERAL MISTRUST OF THE GOVERNMENT $ISAPPOINTMENT IN 
CURRENT POLITICS WAS AFFIRMED BY /SMAN 4ONY "LAIR HAD BETRAYED THE 
-USLIM COMMUNITY HE SAID AFTER HE @HAD DONE SO MUCH FOR THEM PRE
VIOUSLY 4HE )RAQ 7AR WAS A TURNING POINT FOR MANY DESTROYING TRUST IN 
THE GOVERNMENT .ASEEM AND +ARIM EXPRESSED GREAT DISCONTENT WITH THE 
"LAIR GOVERNMENT NOW RELUCTANT TO VOTE THEY FELT DISENFRANCHISED FROM 
DEMOCRATIC PROCESSES 4HUS THE IMPORTANCE ATTACHED BY THE RESPONDENTS 
TO CIVIC RESPONSIBILITY AND DEMOCRATIC PROCESS WITHIN THE STATE HAS TO BE 
CONSIDERED ALONGSIDE PEOPLES VIEWS OF THE GOVERNMENT OF THE DAY AND 
THE SUBSTANTIVE NATURE OF POLITICS WITHIN SOCIETY *AMEEL AND $EEPAK WERE 
VERY CRITICAL OF GOVERNMENT ACTION OVER THE WAR IN )RAQ THE @DODGY DOSSIER 
CONCERNING WEAPONS OF MASS DESTRUCTION AND POLICY TOWARDS THE -IDDLE 
%AST $ISTANCE FROM GOVERNMENT POLICY WAS REFLECTED IN THE USE OF @THEY 
WHEN REFERRING TO ACTIONS SUCH AS GOING TO WAR 4HUS THERE WAS A CLEAR 
DISTINCTION BETWEEN POLITICAL AND CIVIC ATTACHMENT TO  THE COUNTRY AND 
THE LEGITIMACY OF GOVERNMENT ACTION (OWEVER IT IS INTERESTING TO NOTE 
THAT MISTRUST OF THE GOVERNMENT AROSE ONLY IN MATTERS OF FOREIGN POLICY 
*AMEEL AND $EEPAK STATED THAT  THE GOVERNMENTS DOMESTIC RECORD WAS 
MUCH MORE FAVOURABLE AND THAT IT WAS THIS RATHER THAN FOREIGN POLICY 
THAT WOULD INFLUENCE THEIR VOTING BEHAVIOUR
-ANY OF  THE RESPONDENTS CONTRASTED THE GOVERNMENTS  RHETORIC AND 
ARGUMENTS CONFORMING TO THE IDEALS OF "RITISH SOCIETY JUSTIFYING THE WAR 
IN  TERMS OF NOTIONS OF HUMAN RIGHTS  JUSTICE AND DEMOCRACY WITH THE 
ACTUAL BEHAVIOUR OF  THE GOVERNMENT 4HE FIRSTGENERATION RESPONDENTS 
SHOWED PARTICULAR INDIGNATION AT THIS SINCE THEY HAD MOST READILY IDENTIFIED 
"RITAIN WITH NOTIONS OF DEMOCRACY AND EGALITARIANISM *AMEEL AND &AUZIA 
EXPRESSED DISAPPOINTMENT WITH  THE "RITISH !RMY AFTER  REVELATIONS OF 
PRISONER ABUSE IN )RAQ @7E REALLY DIDNT EXPECT THAT FROM THE "RITISH !RMY 
0ERCEIVED HYPOCRISY LED TO GREATER OPPOSITION TO THE WAR "UT THERE WAS 
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LITTLE HOPE THAT PUBLIC OUTRAGE AT THE PHOTOS OF PRISONER ABUSE WOULD BE 
ABLE TO EFFECT POLITICAL CHANGE
9OU CANT DO ANYTHING MORE ABOUT  IT 4HERE HAVE BEEN DEMONSTRATIONS  IN 
THIS COUNTRY 'ENERALLY PEOPLE HAVE BECOME LETHARGIC  THEY DONT WANT  TO 
KEEP THINKING ABOUT WHETHER IT WAS RIGHT GOING TO WAR !LSO EVERY TIME THIS 
ISSUE HAS COME UP  IT HAS BEEN COVERED UP BY  THE GOVERNMENT  IN  THE  LAST 
COUPLE ;OF= YEARS *AMEEL	
/THERS WERE LESS SURPRISED BY THE ACTIONS OF THE "RITISH !RMY
4HEY HAVE DONE IT  IN THE PAST  THE *APANESE !RMY  THE "RITISH !RMY AND 
OTHER ARMIES AS WELL )F YOU REMEMBER A BIT OF HISTORY IT IS NOT SURPRISING OR 
DISAPPOINTING 9OU KNOW THAT IT IS ON THE HORIZON ONCE THE WAR TAKES PLACE 
4HEY TALK ABOUT HUMAN RIGHTS AND DEMOCRACY BUT AT THE END OF THE DAY THEY 
ARE GOING TO MISTREAT THE PEOPLE $EEPAK	
4HERE WAS NOT MUCH SYMPATHY FOR "RITISH SOLDIERS KILLED OR CAPTURED 
HERE *AMEEL USES A PRONOUN WHICH DISTINGUISHES @US FROM MAJORITY NA
TIONAL OPINION
)T DIDNT CREATE ANY BAD FEELING AMONGST US BECAUSE IT WAS A WAR 4HEY WENT 
FOR WAR AND THEY SHOULD HAVE BEEN PREPARED TO BE CAPTURED OR KILLED AND 
THERE WERE PRISONERS OF WAR ON BOTH SIDES
#ONCLUSION
4HE INSTINCT TO FORGE AND MAINTAIN BONDS CAN BE DIVISIVE -ULTILAYERED 
CULTURAL  IDENTITIES MUST BE RECONCILED WITH AN ENCOMPASSING NATIONAL 
IDENTITY "RITISH  LAISSEZ FAIRE MULTICULTURALISM WITH LITTLE INSISTENCE ON 
MINIMAL ATTACHMENT TO COMMON VALUES IS NOW WIDELY DISDAINED BY POLICY
MAKERS ,LOYD 	 $AVID "LUNKETTS INTRODUCTION OF CITIZENSHIP TESTS 
IS TESTAMENT TO THIS NEW THINKING 4HIS ARTICLE ASKED HOW INDIVIDUALS DIS
PLAYING MULTILAYERED IDENTITIES RELATE POLITICALLY SOCIALLY AND CULTURALLY 
TO A SINGULAR IDEA OF "RITISHNESS 4HE RESPONDENTS CLEARLY IDENTIFIED WHAT 
"RITISH SOCIETY REPRESENTS FOR THEM IN POLITICAL TERMS A COMMITMENT TO 
PRINCIPLES OF HUMAN RIGHTS DEMOCRACY FREEDOM OF SPEECH TOLERANCE AND 
EQUALITY 4HESE VALUES HELD  IN HIGH REGARD CREATED A  STRONG SENSE OF 
CIVIC IDENTITY &OR MANY ACTIVE PARTICIPATION IN ELECTORAL PROCESSES WAS THE 
CLEAREST MANIFESTATION OF IDENTIFICATION WITH "RITAIN AS A NATION 4HE PRIN
CIPLES OF "RITISH SOCIETY AND ITS DIVERSITY WERE CONSIDERED TO BE REPRESENTED 
BY THE ""# UNANIMOUSLY THE PREFERRED NEWS SOURCE 4HUS THE RESPONDENTS 
ATTACHED PRINCIPLES OF CIVIC RESPONSIBILITY AND DEMOCRATIC ENTITLEMENTS 
TO THE NOTION OF "RITISHNESS RATHER THAN CULTURAL ASSOCIATIONS SUCH AS LAN
GUAGE ETHNICITY OR RELIGION #ITIZENSHIP REPRESENTS AN IDENTIFICATION WITH 
KEY LEGAL AND POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS )T RELATES TO THE IDEA THAT THE COLLECTIVE 
SOVEREIGNTY OF THE STATE IS BASED IN COMMON POLITICAL PARTICIPATION 4HIS 
GENERATES A SHARED SENSE OF BELONGING THAT CREATES A COMMON PURPOSE AND 
SOCIAL COHESION
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(OWEVER THIS POLITICAL IDENTITY AND COMMITMENT TO PRINCIPLES OF CIVIC RE
SPONSIBILITY DID NOT TRANSLATE INTO ALLEGIANCE FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE DAY 
4HERE WAS WIDESPREAD CRITICISM OF THE GOVERNMENT CHIEFLY WITH REGARD TO 
FOREIGN POLICY IN THE -IDDLE %AST AND THE SOCALLED @7AR ON 4ERROR !CTIONS 
BY THE STATE WERE TESTED AGAINST THE PRINCIPLES THAT RESPONDENTS HAD COME 
TO IDENTIFY MOST STRONGLY WITH "RITISH SOCIETY 4HE "RITISH !RMY SUFFERED 
THE SAME CRITIQUE WHEN ITS TREATMENT OF )RAQI PRISONERS WAS SCRUTINIZED 
4HE RESPONDENTS DISPLAYED A SENSE OF BETRAYAL AND DISILLUSIONMENT THAT THE 
PRINCIPLES THEY ASSOCIATED WITH "RITISH SOCIETY WERE BEING NEGLECTED BY ITS 
INSTITUTIONS 4HIS DISILLUSIONMENT WITH INSTITUTIONS PERCEIVED AS @"RITISH 
WAS ALSO REFLECTED IN THE SEARCH FOR ALTERNATIVE NEWS SOURCES THAT BETTER AD
DRESSED THEIR SALIENT SECURITY CONCERNS NOTABLY CHANNELS DEALING WITH THE 
ISSUES FACING -USLIMS LIVING IN "RITAIN
3EVERAL STRANDS OF CULTURAL IDENTITY WERE REVEALED /NLY FIRSTGENERATION 
RESPONDENTS  IDENTIFIED READILY WITH BEING )NDIAN (AVING BEEN AWAY 
FROM )NDIA FOR A LONGER PERIOD OF TIME *AMEEL AND &AUZIA EXPRESSED LESS 
POLITICAL ATTACHMENT AND INSTEAD A CONTINUED CULTURAL ASSOCIATION 4HE 
STRONGEST ALTERNATIVE EXPRESSION OF IDENTITY TO BEING "RITISH CAME FROM THE 
-USLIM RESPONDENTS AND THIS SHAPED THEIR CRITIQUE OF THE MEDIA THEIR 
SECURITY CONCERNS AND THEIR ATTITUDE TO THE LEGITIMACY OF THE GOVERNMENT 
"UT THIS ASSERTION OF -USLIM IDENTITY DID NOT CONFLICT WITH THE PREVIOUSLY 
IDENTIFIED CIVIC IDENTITY 7HERE THERE WAS ROOM FOR CONFLICT THE RESPONDENTS 
REASONING ALSO CLEARLY REFLECTED A WISH TO RECONCILE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN 
"RITISH VALUES AND )SLAMIC PRINCIPLES AS CAN BE SEEN IN *AMEELS REFLECTION ON 
THE CARTOONS OF THE 0ROPHET 4HE RESPONDENTS FELT THAT TO CRITICIZE POLITICAL 
INSTITUTIONS REFLECTED THE PRINCIPLES OF A FLOURISHING DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY 
WITHOUT COMPROMISING THEIR CIVIC LOYALTIES (OWEVER THERE WAS A SENSE THAT 
THE ,ONDON BOMBINGS HAD THREATENED THE IDEA OF A MULTICULTURAL SOCIETY 
WHERE MULTILAYERED IDENTITIES COULD BE EXPRESSED FREELY AND A FEELING THAT 
THE ABILITY OF -USLIMS TO ASSERT THEIR RELIGIOUS IDENTITY WAS THREATENED 4HE 
RESPONDENTS EXPRESSED CONCERN FOR THE FUTURE OF RELATIONS BETWEEN -USLIMS 
AND NON-USLIMS WITHIN "RITAIN AND AS 3AIMA REFLECTED CONCERN THAT THE 
-USLIM COMMUNITY HAD TO @CONSTANTLY PROVE ITS LOYALTY BY APOLOGIZING
4HE RECENT EMPHASIS ON THE NEED TO UNITE CITIZENS UNDER AN UMBRELLA OF 
"RITISHNESS IS OVERSTATED 4HE RESPONDENTS FELT NO CONFLICT BETWEEN BEING 
"RITISH AND ASSERTING OTHER ETHNIC CULTURAL LINGUISTIC OR RELIGIOUS BACK
GROUNDS 2ATHER THAN DEMANDING AN ALLENCOMPASSING UNITARY IDENTITY 
WHERE A HARMONY OF INTERESTS DOMINATES BREAKING DOWN THE IDEA OF A NA
TION CREATES SPACE FOR THE ASSERTION OF MULTILAYERED IDENTITIES 4HE UNITING 
PRINCIPLE THE BASIS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY IS THE SENSE OF CIVIC IDENTITY 
WHERE THE INDIVIDUAL CAN PARTICIPATE FULLY  IN DEMOCRATIC PROCESSES AND 
SHARE CIVIC  TIES 4HE VALUES ATTRIBUTED TO "RITISH SOCIETY ARE ASSOCIATED 
WITH POLITICAL ENTITLEMENTS AND PRINCIPLES OF CIVIC RESPONSIBILITY TO WHICH 
THE RESPONDENTS SUBSCRIBED AND WHICH THEY SUPPORTED 4HE RIGHT TO CRITI
CIZE AND CHALLENGE THE ACTIONS OF GOVERNMENT SUSTAINS THE LEGITIMACY OF 
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THE STATE 7HERE THEY FELT THAT THESE VERY PRINCIPLES WERE NOT BEING ADHERED 
TO BY POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS THEY BEGIN TO FEEL DISENFRANCHISED FROM POLITICAL 
PROCESSES AND MARGINALIZED IN SOCIETY ! LOSS IN THE PERCEIVED LEGITIMACY OF 
THE GOVERNMENT HAS RESULTED IN TENSION WITH THE NORMS OF DEMOCRACY ON 
WHICH POLITICAL IDENTITY IS BASED 7HERE POLITICAL IDENTITY FRACTURES CULTURAL 
IDENTITIES FILL THE VOID
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